
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN CONSUMER SENTIMENT  

Consumers appear to be as content now as they were before the 

crisis. 

MARKET OVERVIEW

Market Description Index 3 Months YTD 1 Year 3 Years* 5 Years*

General Stock Market S&P 500 6.07% 6.07% 17.17% 10.37% 13.30%

Large Company Value Russell 1000 Value 3.27% 3.27% 19.22% 8.67% 13.13%

Large Company Growth Russell 1000 Growth 8.91% 8.91% 15.76% 11.27% 13.32%

Small Companies Russell 2000 2.47% 2.47% 26.22% 7.22% 12.35%

International Stocks Morgan Stanley EAFE (USD net) 7.25% 7.25% 11.67% 0.50% 5.83%

General Bond Market Barclays Aggregate 0.82% 0.82% 0.44% 2.68% 2.34%

ECONOMIC OVERVIEW Statistic

  Most    

Recent*

    3-month      

Prior

  3-month 

Change

 12-month 

Prior

12-month 

Change

       Long-term Rates 10-year Treasury Yield 2.40% 2.45% -2.04% 1.78% 34.83%

       Short-term Rates Effective Fed Funds Rate 0.82% 0.55% 49.09% 0.25% 228.00%

       Consumer Inflation Consumer Price Index 243.603 241.353 0.93% 237.111 2.74%

       Producer Inflation Producer Price Index 191.1 186.4 2.52% 181.3 5.41%

       Job Growth Total Non-farm Payrolls 144,949 146,158 -0.83% 142,814 1.49%

Average Workweek Hours Avg. Weekly Work Hours 34.3 34.3 0.00% 34.4 -0.29%

       Economic Output Industrial Production 103.733 103.030 0.68% 103.269 0.45%
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Economic data is the most recent available as of date of publication. Data is from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed and is subject to 
revision without notice.  Data is provided for your analysis and used at your own risk.  Market returns greater than 1 year are annualized.  Timberline 
provides information herein for informational purposes only and should not be considered an investment recommendation.         
 

 

 

 

 

     

NON-FARM JOB QUITS – Confidence in the future appears to 

be building as more workers are saying “I Quit!”. 

FED FUNDS RATE – This overnight rate controlled by the 

Federal Reserve is showing some signs of life as Fed 

officials see encouraging and sustainable economic 

developments. 

 

Data sources:  Frank Russell, Ishares, St. Louis Federal 

Reserve, MSCI 

 



 

 

 

For investors, a focus on headline news reports suggest a chaotic and uncertain environment for the markets and 

society.  However, a look at economic and market conditions suggest something different, at least for the 

economy and markets. 

 

For the first time in a couple years, overall earnings growth is moving higher with 2017 estimates near +10% 

for overall S&P 500 companies.  In addition to this, employment continues to grow at a modest pace while 

other economic, sentiment, and leading indicators also point positively at this time.  Critics are correct to say 

that the turnaround since the crisis has been lackluster but the argument that the recovery is fragile has lost 

some steam lately.  The greatest proof of this lies within the Federal Reserve’s recent rate increase in March that 

shortly followed an increase in December.  As careful as the Fed has been over the past several years, these 

recent and active moves send a clear message of greater and sustainable confidence.  While on the subject 

monetary policy, a different group of naysayers oppositely feel that the Fed has been too accommodative and 

that actions are coming too late to prevent a surge of inflationary price increases.  To them a look at wage 

growth that barely exceeds inflation, high levels of people not participating in the job markets, and high levels 

of discouraged/underemployed workers does not overly support an excessive inflationary outlook. 

 

While market fundamentals look favorable, the contentious political environment and chaotic global conditions 

cannot be overlooked.  Knowing many of you quite well, I don’t need to go through a lengthy overview of these 

subjects.  Despite such uncertainties and just from a simple investment perspective, I believe we entered a more 

business-friendly situation late last year.  Given this, comments in the previous paragraph, and equity market 

valuations that were only modestly above historical levels, it is not beyond reason that the S&P 500 was up 

about 6% during 1q17.   

 

The mentioned subject of valuation and overbought conditions is a hot topic and justifiably so.  From here, I am 

not attracted to the term “overbought” but lean toward the expression “ahead of schedule”.  With this term, I 

still see a favorable long-term outlook but cannot remove the possibility of a correction defined as a decline of 

10%.  To me, this is the worst outlook with a more severe downturn not likely as favorable economic factors 

provide a firm foundation to fundamental market prospects.  With that, I don’t think this is a friendly market for 

timing and that consistent ownership of sound investment positions remains the best way to handle things right 

now.  Lastly, I like the chatter from Federal Reserve officials that further and gradual rate increases remain 

likely in 2017.  Though this is a favorable signal for the economy, it does not provide a nice backdrop for long-

term bonds where prices can be adversely affected by higher interest rates. 

 

For the dynamic conditions we live in right now, a one page commentary hardly covers everything in detail but 

I still hope that it illustrates current market thoughts from here.  As always, feel free to call or email with any 

questions or thoughts.  It is a privilege to be of service and thank you again for your business and trust with 

Timberline. 
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